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Documenting the American South: http://docsouth.unc.edu



http://docsouth.unc.edu/blueridgeparkway/

http://docsouth.unc.edu/blueridgeparkway/




Primary Sources



Global Mapper to Georeference

Show kml files

Georeferenced historical maps







Our Readers
• Academic users

 Faculty

 Graduate

 Undergraduate

• K-12

 Teachers

 Students

 Homeshoolers

• Librarians

• General Public

 Leisure

 Education

 For creative work

• Publishers

 Commercial

 Non-profit

• Genealogists



http://publichistory.web.unc.edu/

http://publichistory.web.unc.edu/


BRP Photo Cards : 5171 Total



BRP Items Identified : Over 2000

Description: Photo of Black Camp in the 30s, before the Parkway section 2Y was built. Exact location is Heintooga Spur, where there is 
also a picnic area.

Commentary: This gives us an idea of life before the Parkway. Black Camp was a popular place for people to spend leisure time. Several 
panoramic views included in this photo selection are taken from Black Camp, indicating that it was a favorite vantage point from which 
to see the surrounding landscape around. The tents are all alike and neatly organized, almost in military fashion.

The "CC" stands for the Civilian Conservation Corps, nicknamed the "tree army" because they were concerned with environmental
issues before the green movement. In the 30s, as part of the New Deal, the CC recruited young men and they planted trees to combat 
soil erosion, were concerned with pollution in rivers and its effect on the local fauna, built bridges and installed phone lines, etc. The 
first CC camp was opened in Virginia in the 30s. The camps were under the management of the army. They recruited amongst 
unemployed young men who were trying to earn a little bit of money to support their families.

During the war, when most of the Parkway staff went to war and the CC program ended (in 1942), under Weems' leadership, the 
Parkway received the Conscientious Objector camps who continued the work of the CCC men. (source: Harley, Jolley, Blue Ridge 
Parkway, 1985).

Subject Set:
(Geographic) Black Camp Gap
(Geographic) Heintooga Spur
(Topical) Campground

Image Subject Set:
(TGM) Photographs



BRP Django Admin Site



BRP Student Input Page



Interpretive Materials: Overlooks

Research

Narratives

Images

Maps



Ca1950 Historic map, Grandfather Mountain section

Courtesy Blue Ridge Parkway

Digital Tools Used:

• Django database entry forms

• Shared filespace

• Zotero

• WordPress

• Google Earth 



Support from Library: 

•Careful advance setup

•Joint planning

•Access to digitized matl’s

•Access to database

•Detailed instructions:

• System access

• Creating metadata

• Google mapping tools

•Ongoing meetings/monitoring

Other Support:

•Graduate assistants (funded 

from two different grants)

•“Lab” time



Outcomes

For Students:

• Primary source research 

experience

• Exposure to a variety of 

technological tools

• Behind-the-scenes view of 

digital libraries

• Exhibit development with a 

mixture of media

• Historical analysis and 

writing for publication

For Library:

• Over 2000 items described

• Maps and other materials 

for overlooks identified

• Overlook drafts created 



Technology 

Challenges and 

Issues

• Database

• File/system access

• Metadata 

inconsistency

• Visualization tools 

did not work easily

• Zotero/collaboratio

n tools troubles

• WordPress



Other Challenges

• Accuracy and consistency.

• Technology + content = overload.

• Student discomfort.

• Labor and time intensive for all.

• Role of library in educational 

mission.

• Who is serving whose aims? Is 

this for library, for students?

• Co-creation and shared authority: 

scholar, library, students.


